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released to wide commercial and critical acclaim in 1992 and the subject of much academic discussion since then, roja (the rose) is the film that brought accomplished south indian director mani ratnam to the attention of the wider indian audience. dealing with complex contemporary issues of separatism in kashmir and wider notions of
indian nationalism, roja juxtaposes the personal story of rishi kumar, a young tamil cryptologist kidnapped by kashmiri militants, and his wife, the eponymous roja, and her desperate struggle to free him with fundamental political questions faced by india in the 1990s, including who is an indian what defines him/her what is the state of the
indian nation this paper analyses how roja depicts kashmir and tamil nadu, hinduism and islam, the indian state as represented by the indian army, and rishi's loyalty to the indian state that veers between a brand of nationalism and outright jingoism versus roja's loyalty to her husband above all else. the paper also explores the differences
between the original tamil-language version of the film and the dubbed hindi-language one. it argues that the act of dubbing robs roja of the regional context so critical to understanding the film. when viewed through a regional lens, roja provides subtly different answers to the questions it raisesalthough these answers continue to be both

confusing and contradictory. in hindi-language telecast, the song behan kee janam mein was removed due to its alleged references to kashmiri militant, maleeha lodhi, who had recently killed two people. the film had previously faced censure for its depiction of rape and murder of a girl, which has been alleged to be based on lodhi. the
song was re-written with the entire mention of lodhi removed. in the original tamil version, the song is titled as kanavan neela in hindi and kanavaneela in tamil. the lead character is named as roja in tamil and as roja in hindi-language versions. the song has been remixed and re-recorded several times in tamil and hindi-language versions.

the song behan kee janam mein was included in the dvd release of the film in both tamil and hindi-language versions.
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